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Note on the Markoff's Theorem on Least Squares

By Junjiro OGAWA

The purpose of this note is to give a simple proof of the exten-
sion of the famous Markoff's theorem on least squares by J. Neyman 2)

and F. N. David, which is very useful especially in the theory of
sampling 3).

Theorem. Let n random variables xί9x29 ••• ,xn

(α) be independently distributed 4), and
(6) their means be linearly restricted with s(<n) unknown para-

meters Pι,p2, ••• 9 Ps with known coefficients, i.e.

(xi}=aί!pl -4- aί2p2 + + <*>isPs, <=1, 2, . . . , w, ( 1 )

where the coefficients alj9 i=l, 2, ... , n y=l, 2, ... , s are known con-
stants.

(c) The rank of the coefficient matrix

(2)

is equal to έ?.
(d) Further, let the variance σl of α;̂  be

(3)

where Pι,Pz, ~ >Pn are known constants and σ unknown.
If the above conditions are satisfied, then the f ollnwing two state-

ments (a) and (β) hold.
(α:) The best unbiased linear estimate'3 of the linear form

θ=blpl + b2p2 + ... + bsps ( 4 )

with known coefficients bl9 62, ... ,bs is

+6X» (5)
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where p?,p?, ... ,pS are the system of values of Pι,p2, ... ,p», for which
the weighted square sum

S— Σ O* ~ <*nPι - <*wP2 - a>t*P*)2Pt, ( 6 )

is minimum for a given system of values of xl9 x2, ... , xn. And further,
(/?), the unbiased estimate of the variance of F is

(7)

where

S,= έ(aJ<-ollpϊ-ollpS... -OrtpD'P,, (8)
< = i

and

.#= Σ /^Λ. ( 9 )

Remark: From (3), (9), and the condition (a), the variance of F
is

so, to prove the statement (/3), it suffices only to show that

==(^--s>26) (10)

PROOF : First, we shall prove (α), that is; the best unbiased linear
estimate

•• +dnxn, (11)

coincides with F given by (5). This part of the proof is nothing but
rewriting of those by J. Neyman arid F. N. David in vector notations,
so there is nothing new. But only for the sake of completeness of
the proof, we shall describe its outlines.

Now consider the following vectors of an ^-dimensional Euclidean
space Rn referring to a certain orthogonal coordinates system:

b— ( dτ dz__ d
vp-'^pr^

and

then clearly

F* = b£', (12)
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where the prime means the transposed vector.
Further, let

and B=PA,
0

then the condition of unbiasedness for F* is written in the form

b£ = b, (13)
where

The variance σ2* of F* being

*=σ2 || b [I2,

where || b || denotes the absolute value of the vector b, so that vector
b is to be determined so as to minimize || b ||2 under the condition
(13). If we write an undeterminate vector (the so-called "Lagrange's
multiplier") by

then the vector b° to be determined is the solution of the system of
linear equations

b = \Br

and (13). Therefore, we have

b°=b(B'J5)-1JBf73. (14)

Consequently, from the equation (11), F* may be written in the form

JF
1*=bsf=b(B'B)-1B'5f. (15)

Compairing (15) with (9), we should have

J>°=(P?, Pi .. , PU=

and it is easily seen that ρ° gives the minimum value of S, i.e. S0.
Second, we shall prove (10) :

Sβ=
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because

Let

then

S
0
=(%—\)B

f
*)(E—B(B

f
B')~

1
B

f
X%—$B

f
y, (14)

because

and

As is easily saen, the rank of the matrix B(BrBγlBf is s and the
matrix was idempotent, so by an appropriate orthogonal transfor-
mation of the variates vector

where Q is an orthogonal matrix and j= (zlyz2, ... , zw), S0 is trans-
formed into the following :

SQ=z*+... +zl_s, (15)

and from the orthogonality of Q, we have

#GO=0, D\zt}=σ\ ί=l, 2, ... , w,

hence we have

as was to be proved.
Another proof of the equation (10) from the point of view of geo-

metrical considerations: If we write

••• ~ *i,P,\ i=l, 2, ... , n,

then, it is easily seen that

E(yJ=0 and E(ytvύ=σ2δtj9 i, j=l, 2,..., n, (16)

where Stj denote the Kronecker's delta.
Further, putting
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=\^P&i-a*Vι-artPl ... ~<**Λ>?), i=l, 2, ... , n,

we consider the following s+ 2 vectors referring to a certain ortho-
gonal coordinates system of RΛ, as drawn from the origin :

and

Then the determination of the vector t>° so as to minimize S means
that

α^o^α^o^ _ =αΛβ'=θ (17)

simultaneously.
From the condition (c) of the theorem, s vectors α l 9 α2, ... ,α, are

linearly independent, so they generate an s-dimensional subspace Rs of
Rn, because of (17), the vector y lies in the subspace Rn_g of Rn per-
pendicular to Rs. Therefore, we can take a new orthogonal coordi-
nates system with the same origin in Rn, of which the first n— s axes
are readily in Rn_8 and the remaining s axes are in Rs. This fact
means that, if we take an appropriate orthogonal matrx C, and put

9 = &t (18)

where

&=(?!, z2, ... ,£j and C=(c )̂,

then it follows that

s

ήβ=C«ι. ««, - , »»-«, 0~Tθ)C. (19)

From (18), getting

*i= Σ CM}, i=l, 2, ... , w.

and because of the orthognoality of C and (16), we have

JE7(sO=0, E(ztzd=<r*StJ, i, j=l, 2, ... , n. (20)

From (8) and (19), we have

whence it is easily seen from (20),
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as was to be proved.
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